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Abstract

Environmental applications have been stimulating the
cooperation among scientists from different disciplines.
There are many examples where this cooperation takes
place through exchanging scientific resources, such as
data, programs and mathematical models. The LeSelect
architecture supports environmental applications, where
scientists may share their data and programs. We believe
that besides programs and data, models, as well as
experiments and workflows are scientific resources that
need to be shared in environmental applications.
Therefore, in this paper we propose an extension to
LeSelect architecture that allows sharing of models,
experiments and workflows.

Keywords: scientific workflows, mediation, model
management, environmental application

1 Introduction

Even though scientific experirnents have traditionally evolved in isolation,
nowadays scientists need to exchange their data, which are embedded in heterogeneous
legacy systems. Moreover, scientists need to exchange not only data but also scientific
models and their implementations (programs ). Since scientific resources involve
models, programs and data, integrating scientific applications can be considered a hard
task. Besides models, programs and data, scientists also need to exchange their
experience. Information about the applicability of a model can feedback its
authors/users with more accurate model pre-conditions. Furthermore, to fully



understand a model, the scientist may need to investigate previous case studies that
successfully used that model. Therefore, monitoring scientific experiments is another
important requirement for scientific applications, which demands some management
mechanism.

A scientific experiment can be viewed as a flow of data transfonnations that
starts from raw data and fina1ly produces data with added scientific value. When a
scientist builds a new experiment she (he) has first, to select relevant input data for the
problem to be studied and then detennine an adequate flow of program instances that
can process the selected input data. Moreover, some scientists deal with empirical
models, which imply reviewing previous experiments to choose the most relevant input
data and/or program instances to solve their problems. Therefore, the user needs an
experiment catalog system with query facilities.

In particular, environmental applications require the use of a large variety of
infonnation that is geographical1y distributed, mu1ti-disciplinary , and managed by many
different organizations. Infonnation typical1y encompasses data of various kinds,
scientific models that perfonn predictions and simu1ations, and the programs that
implement these models. Ideal1y, a distributed infonnation management system should
enable scientists to publish (that is, make publicly available) their scientific data, models
and programs. On the other hand, scientists and decision-makers shou1d be able to
search, select and manipulate published data, models and programs that are relevant for
their experiments and decisions.

Therefore, some integration effort shou1d bring together al1 these specialists
allowing cooperation by sharing data and models, encompassing the a1ready existing
systems, where each group of specialists work, enabling their interaction. To
accomplish this goal we need to provide solutions to three main problems: (i) how to
deal with the distribution and heterogeneity of data and program sources; (ii) how to
describe models; and (iii) how to monitor the distributed usage ofmodels, programs and
data.

Several technologies have been proposed to address those problems. We focused
on Heterogeneous and Distributed Database Systems (HDDS), Model management
systems (MMS) and Workflow management systems (WfMS). In this paper we propose
the extension of an existing HDDS called LeSelect (Xhumari et al., 2000), special1y
developed to support environmental applications. The main idea of the extended
architecture is to provide a better support for these applications, by al1owing scientists to
share not only their data and programs, but also models, experiments and scientific
workflows. Despite the many HDDS proposals, LeSelect is unique in its features to
handle environmental applications and our proposed extensions also represents an
innovative contribution to these application areas.

The next section describes our motivating applications, which deal with
environmental systems. Section 3 presents the technologies used to address the problem
and also reviews the related works. Details on the architecture of LeSelect system can
be found in the fourth section. The fifth section presents our main contribution, which is
an extension to LeSelect' s architecture, identifying enhancements needed to address
environmental scientific applications. Final1y, section 6 discusses development issues,
commenting on some early resu1ts and future directions.

2 Environmental Systems

The inherent complexity of environmental systems is due to the number of
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elements and processes involved, and it can be addressed by specific disciplines, such
as, geomorphology , climatology , geology , biology , meteorology , physics, chemistry ,
etc. Therefore, it is difficu1t to find a single environmental specia1ist, because a person
rarely gets skilled in that many disciplines. Usually, what happens is a natural
separation of the specia1ists, each one working on a slice of the same environmental
problem. For instance, biologists work on bio-corrosion of oil pipes and oceanographers
work on ocean stream behavior, but both may be involved on the same environmental
problem: an oil spill from underwater pipes. They may be working at different agencies
of the same company, or even in different companies, focusing on different aspects of
the same problem. Essentially, these scientists work with scientific models, either
developing or using them.

According to Hagget et al. (1967; as quoted by Christofoletti, 1999), a model is
defined as a simplified abstraction of reality that presents, in a generic way,
characteristics or important relations. There are different kinds of models: data models,
physical models, scientific models, etc. Scientists may use alI kinds of models, but in
the scope of this work the focus will be on scientific models. These models can a1so be
classified in sub-categories, such as: probabi1istic, numerical, empirical, etc. Fonnu1as,
equations, inequalities, algorithms, graphics are examples of scientific model
representations.

Scientists from different disciplines have their own set of models. However,
when addressing environmental problems, required models are usually composed by
linked sub-models (Scott, 1996), originally from different disciplines. Therefore, a
group of specialists very often interact by sharing models and data. Once they are
dea1ing with the same environmental problem, they may have to use data and models
from each other. The biologist may need to use the ocean stream data and models in
order to determine if some oil pipe might have generated an oil spi1l. On the other hand,
the oceanographer may need to use oil or pipe samples' data and biologic models to
determine the oil spi1l cause.

Exchanging scientific models and programs leads to the problem of how to
manipu1ate them, i.e., describe, query and execute them. Describing models is not an
easy task because of the significant variety and quantity of existing models. For the
same reason, the user shou1d have some model query facility. Moreover, publishing
programs means to a1low their remote execution, using data from elsewhere and
generating new data that should also be published. Providing this fu1ly distributed
scenario may face some technologica1 obstacles, such as programs that do not run on
some platfonns, where shou1d the resu1ts be published, how to fit input data into
programs, among others.

Environmental infonnation sources are quite heterogeneous with respect to their
data processing capabilities, and their semantic meanings. First, data sources can be as
varied as: relational or object-oriented databases; files; spreadsheets; web sites; or
integrated application packages. Consequently, access to data is also diversified,
ranging from standard languages like SQL or OQL to specific protocols and APIs. Data
can also be generated on-demand by sophisticated data simu1ation models of physical,
or biological processes and data processing techniques. In this case, input data must be
provided in a specific fonnat that depends on the implementation environment of the
models. The heterogeneity of data processing capabilities leads to unifonn and adaptive
distributed access mechanisms.

Typical examples of environmental applications are described in the fo1lowing
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sections.

2.1 Weather monitoring

A typica1 examp1e of mode1 and data sharing can be found in (Ai1amaki et a1.,
1998), where soi1 specia1ists used meteoro1ogica1 mode1s and data to bui1d a composed
mode1 for preventing ovemight frost damages in cranberry bogs (see Figure 1). At 1east
three sub-mode1s are used regu1ar1y to monitor temperatures. The first one provides a
24h forecast of the atmosphere temperature. The second one, uses this output, and
generates the temperature forecast for 25 meters above the vine locations. Fina11y a third
one takes this input and generates the temperature over the canopy leveI.
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Figure 1: The cranberry workflow (Ai1amaki et a1., 1998)

2.2 Pol1ution control

Another examp1e of mode1 sharing can be seen in the DECAIR Project (L1irbat
et a1., 1999) where scientists aim at providing air po11ution mode1s with good qua1ity
input data derived from sate1lite data. The DECAIR app1ication requires the
co1laboration of two kinds of scientists: those specia1ized in air qua1ity mode1ing and
those specia1ized in sate1lite image ana1ysis. One difficu1ty of the project is to give the
different air qua1ity mode1s high qua1ity ~'EO-processed" sate1lite data and to
automatica1ly enforce accuracy and freshness of these data. Satellite images may be
obtained from various remote sources. Moreover, depending on the qua1ity of these
images and depending on mode1s' requirements, various treatments or programs have to
be performed. Figure 2 shows a typica1 dataflow of DECAIR aimed app1ication.

od Is LU mapsRaw Data e
ut Data cloud cover maps

emission maps
Satellite images .

Image processmgDEM
...workflowsemlsslons mventory

measurements...
Models

Forecast.
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Figure 2: Po1lution contro1 workflow (L1irbat et a1., 1999)
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2.3 Bio-corrosion Monitoring

Bio-corrosion scientists main task is to identify bacteria as the main cause of
corrosion events. Either the observation of a possible sign of bio-corrosion, a prevention
study or even a simple investigation may start a new case study. First, scientists collect
water, soil or pipe samples from the region under investigation. Then, laboratory
analyses provide numerical data sets from these samples, such as chemical components'
indexes. These data sets are then interpreted or ana1yzed by means of scientific models
in order to derive new data, or some useful conclusion, such as: "there is evidence of a
certain type of bacteria", "there is no evidence of a certain type of bacteria, some other
type shou1d be checked" or "re-sampling is needed".

Even though data may be continuously collected by distributed sensors. This is
not a1ways true for a11 case studies. Raw data shou1d be invariably treated by data
cleaning programs, which are based on mathematical models. Figure 3 shows a generic
dataf1ow of a typical case study.

sample
data

sensor data deaning
data models

deaned ~ bio-corrosion L models outputdata ~I models 1- interpretation -

Figure 3: Biophenomena monitoring workf1ow

3 General Approach

There are several technologies that have been proposed in the area of databases,
information systems, and cooperative information systems that can be useful to support
the development of environmental scientific applications. Such technologies have
addressed some of the main problems identified in these applications: heterogeneous
and distributed database systems (HDDS) address the problem of integrating
heterogeneous systems; model management systems address the problem of scientific
models manipu1ation; workf1ow management systems address the problem of managing
distributed processes, such as experiment processes. If combined, these technologies
may constitute an adequate solution.

3.1 Mediation

So far, several mediator-based HDDS have been proposed: Himpar (pires,
1997), Disco (Tomasic et al., 1998), Tsimmis (Garcia-Molina et al., 1997) and Garlic
(Carey et al., 1995). The concept of information mediation, initially presented in
(Wiederhold, 1992), is one ofthe most important contributions to the HDDS. It consists
of defining an intermediate 1ayer between information sources and applications. This
intermediate layer provides an integrated view of information from queries without
having to physica11y integrate data sources. The main advantages of the information
mediation concept are: (i) to provide an integrated uniform access point to distributed
and heterogeneous data sources, (ii) to provide logical and physical independence
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between applications and data sources in order to help the evolution of app1ications and
respect the autonomy of the sources, and (iii) the ability to provide integrated
information with added value by exploiting specific knowledge on a given application
domain.

3.2 Model management

Model Management Systems (MMS) were developed to support modeling
activities. Even though Decision Support Systems main1y drove their development for
business applications, they are a1so usefu1 for environmental scientific applications. In
genera1, building a model involves combining models or deriving new ones out of a
collection of data or other models. MMS architecture (Guariso et al., 1996)(Banerjee
and Basu, 1993) includes functiona1ity to provide model design, description, query and
execution. Model classifications and description frameworks were also proposed for
such systems (Banerjee and Basu, 1993(Benz and Hoch, 1999)(Gabele et al., 1999).
However, most of the systems proposed so far have limitations, such as no remote
model execution, no model query faci1ity , and limited model description ( aiming
restricted areas). Environmental applications need systems that overcome such
limitations, i.e., systems that provide, for instance, remotely model enacting, mu1ti-
discip1ine model descriptors and query faci1ities.

3.3 Workflow management

A workflow can be defined as a set of interrelated tasks. A scientific experiment
can be viewed as a workflow whose tasks are program instances that are running against
scientific data input produced by a previous task. These workflows are ca1led scientific
workflows (Singh and Vouk, 1996)(Weske et al., 1996). Therefore, a scientist cou1d use
a Workflow Management System (WtMS) to describe, implement and monitor shared
experiments. However, conventiona1 WtMSs need some adjusts in order to
accommodate the scientific community .

Three generations of Workflow systems were identified in (Hsu and K1eissner,
1996). The flfSt generation systems encoded a1l the control flow (business processes)
within the applications. Then, the second-generation systems represent workflow
processes explicitly. However, workflows are sti11 tightly coupled to the application, in
the sense that these workflows are strictly used by one application, such as document
routing systems that hand1es on1y documents. Generic workflow systems belong to the
third generation, where workflow is independent of specific app1ications. In these
systems, the focus is on optimizing processes, enforcing business policies, and
providing audit trails and history services.

Organizations see business processes as important as data manipulated by these
processes. Initia1ly, first generation systems had to deal with data sharing problems,
which have been addressed by the database and distributed systems technologies.
Nowadays, there is a need to share workflows as well. Workflow management across
multiple organizations requires a distributed WtMS, which consists of multiple
workflow engines, application servers, and ORB-style communication servers
(Gillmann et al., 2000). Distributed and multi-domain workflow systems raise another
issue: the dynamic reconfiguration of workflows. The focus and complexity of these
systems may constitute the fourth generation of workflow systems. Scientific
Workflows are an example that fits in this generation, not on1y for its distribution
characteristic but a1so for being mu1ti-disciplinary .
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3.3.1 Scientific WorkOow

From the workflow point of view experiments are composed by a series of steps
or tasks, which obey a certain procedural logic (precedence, loops, conditions and
para1lelism). In particular, the empirical nature of some experiments demands some sort
of workflow tight control. Often, certain steps are not successful and have to be re-
executed, leading to unexpected loops in the process. Moreover, environmental
problems are usua1ly complex and not known in advance, and hence tasks are frequently
not predictable, which means that ad hoc workflows are a cornmon practice.

In addition to WfMSs basic functiona1ity, i.e., workflow specification,
instantiation and execution, there are some extra facilities that should be considered in
scientific workflows. First, scientific results should be disseminated and reused,
demanding auditing facilities. This is because scientists learn from their past
experiences, even if they ended up in errors. Thus, it is important to keep track of a1l the
performed experiments, even if they have failed. Distribution and heterogeneity are also
main characteristics of environmental applications; thus integration and interoperability
are probably required facilities.

Evolution is another required facility for scientific workflows. Since scientific
processes in general are not fully specified before they start, a scientist may decide to
modify or skip steps of a workflow during its enactment. This change may simply
consist of choosing an alternative program to implement a given step of the workflow.
For example, various image analysis techniques can be used for a given image
depending on i.ts accuracy and the context in which the image was taken ( e.g.,
meteorological conditions, and date). The choice of a given program instance usua1ly
depends on meta-information directly associated with the input of the program ( e.g.,
meteorological conditions and date are meta-information). This meta-information is
readily available for a1ready existing data sets. However, it is not available for those
data sets that have to be computed on-demand. In this later case, the meta-information is
computed by the result of the execution of previous steps of the workflow. Thus, the
choice of program instances has to be done incrementa11y, backward or forward, along
the execution of the workflow. To support the dynamic instantiation of workflows,
WfMSs need to provide a declarative language that expresses the relationship between
programs and data. Then, from these expressions, it should be possible to infer which
adequate program instances, and in their associated input data, can be possibly chosen
to implement a specific task in a workflow.

Most ofthe time, WfMSs adopt a task-centric approach that is reflected by their
architecture: they use a Database Management System (DBMS) to store the descriptions
of tasks, and implement a1l workflow functionality in modules that run on top of the
DBMS. However, in scientific workflows the description of processed data is as
important as the description of tasks because the quality of data sets often impacts on
the qua1ity of data returned by a model run on these data sets. Since the qua1ity of data
generated along an experiment, influences the logic of the experiment, a WFMS for
scientific workflow should a1so accornmodate a data-centric approach. In (Ailamaki et
al., 1998), the workflow is viewed as a web of data objects interconnected with active
links that carry process description. In this proposal, the DBMS incorporates the WfMS
functionality , providing benefits such as: reduced implementation effort, increased
optimization opportunity and workflow management uniformity. However, even though
this centra1ized architecture provides benefits, such as a unique access language and
point of control, it rnight not be a good idea when considering distributed and
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heterogeneous environments, which is the case of environmental applications.

Another interesting work that considers scientific WfMSs can be found in
(Weske et al., 1996). In this work the authors describe the WASA architecture, whose
goal is to provide a supportive environment for data-intensive scientific applications.
W ASA 's main contributions are the support for dynamic execution of tasks, by
combining active and temporal database facilities, and the support for experiment re-
usability and reproducibility , by means of the documentation and versioning facilities.
Even though W ASA can be seen as a generic architecture for scientific workflows,
when considering environmental applications it is not complete, lacking facilities such
as integration and interoperability .

4 LeSelect Architecture

In the last two years, Inria has been developing a system, called LeSelect, which
is particu1arly appropriate to environmental applications. LeSelect is a midd1eware
system, which implements a framework that facilitates the publication of distributed and
heterogeneous data and programs (services), and provides common facilities to query
published data and to invoke published programs (Xhumari et al., 2000). When
considering existing mediator-based HDDS, LeSelect distinguishes itself because it
provides the basic functionality for implementing environmenta1 applications. LeSelect
allows the sharing of scientific models by publishing programs that implement them.
Therefore, scientists may run their experiments, by feeding these programs with
remotely published data, and by using programs from mu1tiple disciplines, which are
served in sites over the Internet.

Figure 4 presents the LeSelect architecture. The intermediate layer between
information sources and applications integrates information from mu1tiple data sources
without having to physically integrate them. In LeSelect, data from each data source are
wrapped into a common relational model of data. This is done via a piece of code called
a data wrapper, i.e., publishing information ofa given type (e.g., HTML file, C program
or database) requires creating a specific wrapper for it. Each data wrapper interfaces
with a local mediator ca11ed LeSelect server, to form a publishing site, which is
accessible from applications. When an application needs to access data from mu1tiple
data sources, it can connect itself to a LeSelect client, which provides a mBc interface
to access mu1tiple publishing sites (LeSelect Servers) in a single SQL query .The
facilities offered by the mediators and the wrappers enable the sharing of data without
forcing each application to redundantly encode the data transformation and data
processing parts.
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Figure 4: LeSelect Architecture (Xhumari et al., 2000)

LeSelect also enables sharing services, which are available in a specific source,
via a particular kind of wrapper, which interfaces with a LeSelect server within a
publishing site. A publishing site can be interfaced simultaneously with both data and
service wrappers. On the other extreme of the architecture, a client application can
invoke a given service that uses data from multiple publishing sites via a LeSelect
Client.

Wrappers manage metadata by providing a uniform representation of data,
functions and programs with an extended relational model, and manage the execution of
queries on local sources. The publishing mediator (LeSelect Server) maps global queries
into local queries, each for a different wrapper, and a composition query for producing
the final result. It also has a runtime system to integrate the results of local queries.
Global queries are expressed in an SQL-like language, which allows invoking functions
or programs on data sources.

Publication sites can be organized as a hierarchy. Thus, a publication site can
include a wrapper to a virtual database schema whose query-based specification can
refer to information published by other publication sites. In this case, the schema
corresponds to an integrated view of information published by other sites. The major
advantage of this architecture is that the process of information publishing is completely
decentralized via the publication sites.

LeSelect's approach contrasts with previous information mediation systems such
as Garlic, Disco, Himpar and Tsimmis, with respect to the integration policy. In these
systems, publishing data at some site requires that a set of view defmitions should be
provided in some mediator located at another site. Their goal is to provide data
transparency, which means hiding integration transformation details. When there are
new data to be published, sometimes it is a difficult task for the publisher to reflect the
changes into view definitions. LeSelect does not automatical1y provide ful1 transparency
of data distribution because when building distributed SQL queries, a LeSelect client
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references tables by their identifier, which contains the address of the publication site
where the corresponding data have been published. However, the view definition
service provided by LeSelect enables the publication of virtual derived data, i.e., views.
Hence, queries over the views hide the physical distribution of the underlying data from
which the views are defined.

LeSelect relies on wel1-established open standards for interoperability .Network
communication between LeSelect components is assured via a CORBA protocol,
although other means of communication are also possible. That is, mBc statements
between LeSelect components (clients or servers) are embedded into CORBA/IIOP

messages.

Richer metadata can also be provided via LeSelect. lnformation such as the
author and creation date of a published data set or progran1, the meaning of some values
of a given data set column, the units of measures, etc., are examples of semantic
metadata. LeSelect al1ows the attachment of this information to the published data set or
program, by using XML format.

Publishing data and progran1s, running experiments using remote published data
and programs, and publishing optional metadata related to published data and programs,
are some of the facilities that distinguishes LeSelect as a good platform choice to
implement environmental scientific applications. However, aiming at a broader solution
we propose some extensions, which are described in the next section.

5 Extending LeSelect Architecture

This proposal aims to provide a generic solution for environmental scientific
applications where multidisciplinary scientists can 6) share scientific data, progran1s,
models, experiments and workflows (ii) monitor and col1ect scientific experiments and
(iii) compose and analyze workflow instances.

Even though LeSelect fulfil1s many requirements of environmental applications,
it may benefit from some extensions. An altemative on this direction would be to work
on LeSelect's user interface. LeSelect users have to know where are the programs and
data, i.e., which are the exact addresses of these progran1s and data. Elsewhere (Houstis
et al., 1999) there is some ongoing work on providing a search engine where the users
can freely search keywords over a list of indexed LeSelect servers. However, after
identifying a program and its input data, in order to run this progran1 on a given data set,
the user has to compose a statement such as:

Job execute //cacuia.nce.ufrj.br/Kusnetzoval-0
input data set is Select * from

//www.cenpes.br/sample/cabiunas

LeSelect allows non-structured metadata about published programs and data to be also
published. Those metadata may bring more semantics to these progran1s and data.
However, the publisher may opt not offer them. We believe there is a need to provide
other means for publishing more semantic metadata about those programs and data. A
step in this direction could be to publish models as an abstraction of one or more
programs, by using LeSelect's wrapper components.

Experiments are also an important resource to the scientific community that
could provide more semantics to programs and data. Viewed as a log of a program run,
an experiment describes it in terms of the location of the input/output data set and
parameters' values. More information can be added, such as the author, date, status, and
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also the interpretation of the experiment. Based on published experiments, users can get
an idea of the usefu1ness of programs, understanding how to use them and their
input/output data sets. For instance, consider that the job example given before really
took place at a LeSelect server site. Suppose a scientist named Dexter ran a program
called Kusnetzova1- O that is published in site cacuia .nce .ufrj .br .Dexter used data
published from elsewhere (www.cenpes.br) as its input. When the program finished, it
had the input data set transformed into some output data set, which is then published in
the same site where the program resides. According to the relational LeSelect
publishing style, this experiment cou1d be expressed in terms of the following relations,
which are expressed using the metadata framework presented in (Ga1hardas et al.,

1998):

Metadata
predicates(experiment)
attributes(experiment,program, Url)
attributes(experiment,parameters-values, Array of Real)
attributes(experiment,input-datasets, Array of Url)
attributes(experiment,ouput-datasets, Array of Url)

predicates(exp-interpretation)
attributes(exp-interpretation, author, String)
attributes(exp-interpretation, date, Date)
attributes(exp-interpretation, status, String)
attributes(exp-interpretation, interpretation, String)

Facts
experiment("http://cacuia.nce.ufrj.br/leselect/kusnetzoval-0",

(3.5; 6.1) ,
(Ilhttp://www.sat.gov/leselect/sample/cabiunas") ,
(llhttp://www.site.com/leselect/criticalAreas.img")
)

exp-interpretation ( \\Dexter" , 10/05/2000, \\S" ,
\\Absence of dangerous areas" )

Two or more scientific experiments can be interconnected, i.e. they may take
part on a previously conceived sequence. Let us consider two experiments, el and e2,
where the output data set of el is used as the input data set of e2. Thus, there is an
experiment e3 that results from the composition of el and e2. However, if the
experiments el and e2 took place on different LeSelect servers, it wou1d be difficu1t to
realize that they belong to a more complex experiment, named e3. Figure 5 shows an
example of a complex experiment.

~-=-~ " treatedimg.img

eas.img

Figure 5: Complex experiment example

Publishing such complex experiments via LeSelect demands more than just a
wrapper functionality .A new component would be added to the architecture LeSelect as
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the responsible for collecting simple experiments and for composing complex ones.
After identifying these experiments, the same component cou1d be responsible for
publishing them over the Internet. Figure 6 shows how the new component (Col1ector)
wou1d be placed in the architecture LeSelect. Hence, complex experiments can be seen
as workflow instances. After analyzing the frequency of some experiments, the
publisher may wish to publish their related workflow schemas.

Collector

Users

Publishers

Comple finition
Experi
W()rkflows ~ -

8Iii
. .Pr°~, ~ Ex nmentsW -wrapper pe ,

M -metadata Pr~grams, Models, Data
Expenments Data

Figure 6: Extended LeSelect Architecture

In (Llirbat et al., 2000) the authors propose a formal model for describing
workflows, which includes model and experiment descriptions. Aiming at workflow
schema descriptions, the authors provide a program type description that is used to
represent each program type involved in the workflow schema. The program type
description provides information on program's input, output and constraints. We believe
that with a few changes this forma1ism cou1d be used to describe models. Furthermore,
the authors also provide a complex experiment descriptor cal1ed experiment snapshot,
which represents an instance of a workflow schema. Experiment snapshots represent
complex experiments step-by-step, specifying, which simple experiments are finished
and which are not.

6 Conclusions

This paper proposes an architecture extension aiming at environmental scientific
experiments. LeSelect architecture focuses on environmental applications, thus it is used
as the basis for the proposal. Components of the extended architecture, such as model
and experiment wrappers, are under development.

A generic proposal is presented, however a real case study on Bio-corrosion
scientific application has been used to support our work on the elicitation of
requirements. In (Altoé et al., 2000) there is a description of the system used as a case
study, which is cal1ed System for Interpretation and Modeling of Bio-phenomena
(SIMBio ). It aims at supporting Bio-corrosion scientists on identifying bacteria as the
main cause of corrosion events. Based on data col1ected through this system, our final
goa1 wou1d be to publish their data, programs and models via a prototype of the
proposed architecture.

Although human aspects are a central issue in workflow-based applications, they
were not treated in this paper. Considering the complexity of environmental
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applications, we have concentrated our efforts in more objective aspects. However, we
recognize that is an important research direction, and we have a1ready included human
aspects in our future work.

Metadata plays a critical role in environmental app1ications, which are built over
mu1ti-disciplinary systems. Another interesting research direction wou1d be to extend
LeSelect architecture to provide a better metadata support. Different approaches on
providing metadata standards aim to support interoperability between different vendors'
products by defining metamodel standards for a core set of metadata types (OMG,
1997)(MDC, 1999). Another related issue concems addressing semantic heterogeneity.
Ongoing research points to achieving a common agreement on the terminology used in
a mu1ti-domain shared area. For each domain, a pre-defined ontology is defined,
composed by a vocabu1ary of terms and a specification of their relationships, forming a
semantic net (Wiederhold, 1994).
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